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African Data Privacy Laws Law
South Africa is preparing for the full implementation of the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), which will take effect from 1 July 2021. In a statement on Wednesday 24 March, the ...
Countdown to South Africa’s new data laws – What to expect
Modeled after a California law that last year became the strongest ... argued that Florida should not attempt to regulate data on its own. “The thought that you could have 50 different privacy laws in ...
California-style data privacy law gets bipartisan support in Florida Legislature
The intersection of foreign laws ... personal data contained in documents and the potential risks to data subjects must be fully understood and indicated in the privacy log. Regardless of the approach ...
A Balancing Act: Mitigating Data Privacy Risks in Cross-Border Discovery
An analysis of election data ... law requires absentee voters to provide photo identification (or another suitable form of identification) to be submitted with absentee ballots. Democrats argue that ...
Data Show Different Story About African-American Voting Behavior in Georgia
With more companies using biometric data to serve customers and manage employees, a few states have developed laws to regulate the collection and use of this data. The most notable of these laws is ...
Staying In Compliance With Biometric Privacy Laws As A Business
New measures in California and Virginia give consumers more control over their information and may prevent banks from using geolocation services or analyzing personal data without obtaining consent ...
State data privacy laws pose compliance headaches for banks
With an array of serious proposals from both sides of the political divide, it looks as though the US may finally have a national privacy law.
What a Federal Data Privacy Law Would Mean for Consumers
Three attorneys join firm’s New York, Miami, and LA offices Data practice deputy poached from BakerHostetler last month Squire Patton Boggs has picked up three attorneys from BakerHostetler, beefing ...
Squire Patton Boggs Nabs Data Privacy Team from BakerHostetler
IXAfrica, the new-entrant datacentre operator in Kenya, announced earlier this month the start of significant investment in Kenya's digital economy, with an ambitious plan to build a world-leading and ...
IXAfrica begins construction of East Africa's largest hyperscale-ready datacentre at 42.5MW
To understand this new law, it’s helpful to put it in context. Like many areas of data privacy and security law in the United States, the laws governing genetic information very much remain a ...
New State Genetic Privacy Law Directed at Consumer Genetic Tests
The nation’s second comprehensive consumer privacy law – the Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (“VCDPA”) – was signed into law on March 2, 2021. While VCDPA incorporates familiar concepts ...
Virginia data privacy law presents new challenges for security practitioners
The consumer privacy laws that are in place ... The Stop Hacks and Improve Electronic Data (SHIELD) Security Act New York governor Andrew Cuomo signed the SHIELD (Stop Hacks and Improve Electronic ...
Making Sense of the Growing Legislation to Protect Customer Data
How many data breaches will ... called a national privacy law "critical to help protect Americans." "Our current patchwork of federal and state laws does not provide robust, harmonized and ...
Column: Facebook and Health Net hacks drive home the need for a national privacy law
TALLAHASSEE — A mysterious group is the driving lobbying force behind sweeping legislation that would beef up Florida’s data privacy laws. It has hired a Tallahassee ... the companies that helps with ...
Who is lobbying to change Florida's privacy laws? That's private
The company failed to notify users when the original breach occured and again this month when the stolen information surfaced online for free.
The Cybersecurity 202: A massive Facebook breach underscores limits to current data breach notification laws
WTIC)-Lawmakers are considering a sweeping privacy law to benefit both businesses and consumers. The measure works "to establish a framework for controlling and processing personal data ...
Lawmakers Consider Privacy Laws
National privacy legislation is a priority in Congress this year, said Rep. Jerry McNerney, a California Democrat, and that he sees no reason why bipartisan legislation couldn’t happen this year.
California Lawmaker Says National Privacy Law Is a Priority
Virginia is the latest American state to enact a data privacy law, joining states like California, Nevada, and Maine that have passed their own laws. But the passage of Virginia’s Consumer Data ...
State Data Privacy Laws Proliferate as Calls for Federal Guidelines Grow
In some ways, the internet as we know it has its own social contract. In exchange for using a website or making a social media post, users are expected to understand that their personal information ...
Is Oklahoma about to change data privacy as we know it?
Modeled after a California law that last year ... in strengthening the privacy laws by passing Proposition 24. It added new requirements for businesses to protect personal information, including by ...
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